
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 
  

 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 

  

 

  
  

    

 
    
    

    
    

 
    
    

    
    

 

Three major rating institutions (Moody’s, Fitch and Standard & Poor’s) have evaluated the City’s 
financial management, economic conditions and administrative practices.  Based on their 
evaluations, the following ratings were achieved: 

 Moody’s
Rating Agency

 Fitch Standard & Poor’s 
General Obligation (GO) 

Insured Aaa AAA AAA 
Current Underlying Aa3 A+ A 

Special Obligation Revenue 
Insured A1 A AA 

Current Underlying A1 A A 

Capital Improvement (Revenue) 
Insured Aaa AAA AAA 

Current Underlying A1 A+ A 

Water & Sewer Revenue 
Insured Aaa AAA AAA 

Current Underlying A2 A A 

Utility Special Assessment 
Insured Baa1 Withdrawn AA 

Current Underlying Baa1 A- BBB+ 

The insured rating is based on the credit worthiness of the company insuring the bonds, whereas 
an underlying rating is based upon the credit worthiness of the issuer or security which is actually 
pledged for the repayment of the bonds. 

The special obligation ratings were based on ample debt service coverage derived from a fairly 
diverse mix of non-advalorem revenue sources, which the City covenants to budget and 
appropriate to pay debt service. The rating also reflects the general credit characteristics of the 
city, including stable financial position with adequate reserve levels, remarkable tax base growth 
over the last few years, and a low debt burden.  

In May 2008, Fitch revised the Rating Outlook on the GO bond, water and sewer revenue bond, 
and various wastewater assessment bonds to Negative from Stable.  The Negative Outlook on 
the bonds reflects Fitch’s growing concerns that a distressed housing market, recently enacted 
property tax reform, and passage of Amendment 1 will result in increased budgetary pressures 
for the City.  

The ratings on the City’s GO bonds reflects sound management, additional taxing capacity, and 
moderate overall debt levels.  The Outlook revision to Negative on the City’s GO bonds reflects 
concerns that a planned draw down of general fund reserves in fiscal year 2008 will reduce the 
unrestricted balance to a level inconsistent with the rating category. Maintenance of the rating will 
depend on the City’s ability to maintain adequate financial flexibility while adjusting revenues and 
expenditures to support a structurally balanced budget. 

The ratings on the water and sewer revenue bonds were based on the continued and projected 
strong growth in the system’s primarily residential customer base; strong historical debt service 
coverage, coupled with high liquidity; a moderate overall rate structure with adopted annual rate 
increases through fiscal year 2010; and a comprehensive capital improvement plan intended to 
ensure significant water and wastewater capacity to a rapidly growing service area.  The Outlook 
revision to Negative reflects concerns over the decline in debt service coverage levels, a decline 



 

 
  

 

 
 

 
 

 

in the system’s liquidity, and large rate increases required to support system operations and debt 
service. Maintenance of the rating will depend on the City’s ability to maintain debt service 
coverage ratios and liquidity margins consistent with the rating category. 

The ratings on the various wastewater assessment bonds reflects a relatively stable stream of 
special assessments that have a property lien on par with an ad valorem tax lien.  The Outlook 
revision to Negative reflects increasing tax certificate sales that could reduce already narrow 
coverage by special assessments levied on residential and commercial properties that benefit 
from the wastewater and irrigation projects. 

In addition, the City has an A-1+ rating for the Commercial Paper Program that was authorized by 
City Council in June 2004.  Commerical Paper is being used to fund, on a short-term basis, 
certain capital improvements that will ultimately be either financed with long-term debt or be paid 
off in a much shorter period due to low interest rates. 


